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The Niyogi committee was set up by Congress govt in Madhya Pradesh in 1956 after several complaints of conversion of tribal Hindus to Christianity came up.
1956 Niyogi panel and Meenakshipuram 1981: Defining moments of religious conversions debate
John J. Miller is joined by F. H. Buckley to discuss his book, Curiosity and Its Twelve Rules of Life. NR's afternoon roundup of the day's best commentary & must-read ...
Episode 286: ‘Defining Moments’ by Bertrand Patenaude
Pulitzer Prize-winning author John Matteson has magnificently crafted an engaging account of the battle which he proclaimed as the defining event ... review of the book said it best: Matteson ...
Book details Civil War battle that held defining moments for five well known figures
Feminism is not a new subject for author Sonora Jha, a former journalist and now a professor of journalism at Seattle University. She has co-edited a volume, New Feminisms in South Asia: Disrupting ...
Book Review — How to Raise a Feminist Son: Motherhood, Masculinity, and the Making of My Family by Sonora Jha
Hindsight might entice the reader of Leanne Shapton's bittersweet graphic novel IMPORTANT ARTIFACTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECTION OF LENORE DOOLAN AND HAROLD MORRIS,... ( Farrar, Straus ...
ARTIFACTUAL FICTIONS: The Auction Catalog as Graphic Novel
As he heads toward his supposed swan song inside the Octagon, a look at five of the moments upon which his ... another successful title defense in the books, this time against the man many viewed ...
5 Defining Moments: Daniel Cormier
North Bay Business Journal worked with North Bay telecommunications entrepreneur Don Green to feature several selected chapters of his autobiography, “Defining Moments,” in the newspaper over ...
‘Defining Moments’ in the life of late Northern California tech visionary Donald Green
For Eddie Plein, it was cracking a tooth on a bowlful of fried cassava, some time in 1983. Plein’s invention — sparked by his time spent in the dentist’s chair, having his tooth replaced — was fronts, ...
The Rise and Fall of Eddie Plein, New York’s Forgotten King of Grills
ranks as a defining moment. Maybe too, people will remember the 41,000 standing tall, a C of Red, as the final seconds of the game ticked away and the game entered the history books. Those kids ...
Classic provides many defining moments
Moneyball was the book that changed the way coaches and recruiters think about sport, but it remains one of the most misused and little-understood concepts in the AFL world.
Moneyball was the book that changed the AFL, but no term is more misunderstood
The Eighties were about big ideas writ large - new money, new style, gender fluidity, gay pride, attritional politics, the 'special relationship', nuclear fear, AIDS, cocaine, ecstasy, tabloid royalty ...
Shiny and New: Ten Moments of Pop Genius that Defined the '80s
"All Hands on Deck" Will Stream Live at on July 29 at 8 P.M. E.T.- Experience the interactive Multichannel News Release here: The third episode of the five-part docuseries provides a ...
Norwegian Cruise Line Announces Next Episode Of "EMBARK - The Series"
We would climb up in the apple tree and discuss the books we read and let our imaginations ... Some of my proudest career moments have been hearing from students whom I influenced.” ...
Passing the Torch: Black Matriarchs Reflect on the Defining Moments of Their Lives
Just released, the Little Book to Land Your Dream Job, co-authored by Billy Clark and Clayton Apgar, is a fun, unconventional and highly effective approach outlining the elements critical to analyzing ...
6 Life-Changing Career Tips From The Co-Authors Of The Little Book To Land Your Dream Job
‘My defining moments, a trip from the village to Parliament and beyond’. “I am convinced that the book we are launching today, will serve as a guiding star for those that encounter this book ...
“Stop watching those telenovelas” – Speaker of Parliament tells Ghanaian women
With this crack team of contributors, we knew we had a ground-breaking and revelatory book in the making. Published in 1989, The Field Day Anthology is often cited as a defining moment in this ...
Irish women’s poetry: making and remaking history
When I think about [the lyric] “I spent a year in the mouth of a whale with a flame and a book of ... those moments that you’re stuck in and then come out of are the defining ones.
Sheryl Crow on the Defining Songs and Favorite Mistakes of Her Career
Some Cup-winners have become famous or at least infamous. Others are all but forgotten, overshadowed by other moments.
Down Goes Brown: Each of the last 25 Stanley Cup-winning goals, ranked from worst to best
On Oct. 2, 1976, the first Reno Gay Rodeo was held at the Washoe County Fairgrounds in Reno, according to OutHistory.org, a site that tracks historical moments ... was on the books that we worked ...
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